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We discuss conditions for the existence of the limit occupational measures set
for a control system. We approximate slow components of the trajectories of a
singularly perturbed control system by the solutions of a differential inclusion. The
differential inclusion is obtained via averaging the slow subsystem over measures
from the limit occupational measures set constructed for the associated system
describing the ``fast'' motions with ``frozen'' slow ones. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present results concerning the existence of a limit
occupational measures set for a control system and we also consider
applications of these results to averaging of singularly perturbed control
systems.
More specifically, we first introduce a set of occupational measures
generated by the admissible control functions and corresponding trajecto-
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Žries of the control system on a finite time interval both the control
functions and the trajectories of the system are assumed to take their
.values in some compact sets denoted below as U and Y, respectively . We
Žthen establish that, under certain conditions, the above set converges in a
.specified sense to a limit as the length of the time interval tends to
infinity. The limit is shown to be a convex and weakU compact subset of
the space of probability measures defined on the s-algebra of Borel
subsets of Y = U. Our main result is about necessary and sufficient
conditions for this limit to exist and to be independent of the initial values
Ž .of the system. This result Theorem 3.1 , as well as two other propositions
which can be used for verification of the applicability of Theorem 3.1, is
presented in Section 3 after some preliminaries in Section 2. The proof of
Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 5.
In Section 4 we consider a singularly perturbed control system. Under
the assumption that the limit occupational measures set of the associated
Žcontrol system that is, the system describing the fast dynamics with
.``frozen'' slow variables exists, we show that the slow motions are approxi-
mated by the solution of some differential inclusion. The right-hand side
of this differential inclusion is obtained via averaging of the slow subsys-
tem over all measures from the limit occupational measures set of the
associated system. The assumption about the existence of this limit set is
stronger than one about the existence of the limit of slow subsystem's
w x``time averages'' set used in 10, 11, 14 . We show, however, that conditions
w xof stability and controllability types which, as indicated in 10, 11, 14 ,
imply the existence of the latter also imply the existence of the former.
The differential inclusion approximating the slow motion is the same in
this paper and in the above cited works. Different are the procedures by
w xwhich it is constructed. Averaging over time in 10, 11, 14 is replaced by
Žaveraging ``over space'' in our setting which underlines the ergodic nature
.of our approach .
Ž .Notice, in conclusion, that singular perturbed control systems SPCS
were intensively studied in the literature. The majority of works are mostly
related to an approximation of the SPCS by the system obtained via
Žequating the singular perturbations parameter to zero with further appli-
w xcation of the boundary layer method 16, 20 for an asymptotical descrip-
.tion of the fast dynamics . This approach was successfully applied to a
Ž w xnumber of important classes of problems see 4, 15, 17 and references
w xtherein and also 5]7, 13, 19 for some new results obtained in this
.direction . Different averaging type approaches allowing a consideration of
more general classes of SPCS in which the equating of the small parameter
wto zero may not lead to a right approximation were developed in 1]3,
x9]12, 14, 18, 21 . Our result on SPCS continues this second line of
research.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let us consider a control system
w xy t s g y t , u t , t g 0, S , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
where S ) 0. Assume that the function g : Rn = Rk “ Rn is such that
Ž .system 2.1 allows a unique solution for any Lebesgue measurable control
w x Ž .function u: 0, S “ U such functions will be called admissible controls
and any initial values
y 0 s y ; V , 2.2Ž . Ž .0
where U and V are compact subsets of Rk and Rn, respectively. Assume
Ž .also that the solutions of 2.1 with the initial values from V do not leave
n Žsome compact set Y ; R . It is assumed, of course, that V belongs to Y in
.special cases V can be equal to Y .
Ž .Denote by s Y = U the s-algebra of Borel subsets of Y = U and by
Ž . Ž . Ž .F Y = U the set of probability measures defined on s Y = U . Let u t
Ž . Ž .be an admissible control and y t be the solution of 2.1 obtained with
Ž .this control and initial values 2.2 . Define the occupational probability
Ž y0 , u, S . Ž .measure w g F Y = U letting
1
Ž y , u , S .0w Q s l t ‹ y t , u t g Q 2.3 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
S
Ž .for any Q g s Y = U , where l is the Lebesgue measure defined on the
w xinterval 0, S .
Ž .Denote by F S, y the union of such occupational measures over all0
admissible controls
F S, y s w Ž y0 , u , S . ; F Y = U . 2.4 4Ž . Ž . Ž .D0
u
The main result of this paper concerns conditions for the existence of the
limit occupational measures set
def
lim F S, y s F , ; y g Y , 2.5Ž . Ž .0 0
S“‘
with the convergence being understood in the Hausdorff metric sense
lim r F S, y , F s 0. 2.6Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
S“‘
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Ž .For two arbitrary sets of probability measures F g F Y = U and F g1 2
Ž .F Y = U the Houssdorff metric r is defined as follows:H
r F , F s max sup r w , F , sup r w , F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 2 1½ 5
wgF wgF1 2
r w , F s inf r w , wX , i s 1, 2. 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .i X
w gF i
Ž X. XThe distance r w, w between two measures w and w involved in
Ž . Udefinition 2.7 corresponds to the weak topology and is given by the
expression
X‘ ² : ² :1 w , q y w , ql lXr w , r s . 2.8Ž . Ž .Ý Xl ² : ² :1 q w , q y w , q2 l lls1
Here q : Y = U “ R, l s 1, 2, . . . is a sequence of continuous functionsl
Ž .which is dense in the space of continuous functions C Y = U . Also,
² : ² X : Xw , q s q y , u w dy , du , w , q s q y , u w dy , du .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hl l l l
2.9Ž .
3. MAIN RESULT
m Ž .Let f : Y = U “ R be a continuous function. Define the set V S, yf 0
as the full collection of the time averages
Sy1 mV S, y s S f y t , u t dt ; R , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D Hf 0 ½ 5
0u
Ž . Ž . Ž .where y t is the solution of 2.1 obtained with an admissible control u t
Ž .and initial values 2.2 and where the union is taken over all admissible
w xcontrols. In 10, 11, 14 it was established that under certain conditions
Ž .some of which are discussed below there exist a compact and convex set
m Ž .V ; R and a function g S ,f f
lim g S s 0, 3.2Ž . Ž .f
S“‘
such that
d V S, y , V F g S , ; y g Y . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H f 0 f f 0
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Here d is the Hausdorff metric in Rm, which is defined for any boundedH
subsets V , V of Rm as follows:1 2
d V , V s max sup d ¤ , V , sup d ¤ , V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 2½ 5
¤gV ¤gV1 2
5 X 5d ¤ , V s inf ¤ y ¤ , i s 1, 2; 3.4Ž . Ž .i X¤ gVi
5 5 m Ž .¤ can be any norm in R , but for the sake of convenience see Section 5
we will take
5 5 < < < < < <  4¤ s ¤ q ¤ q ??? q ¤ , ;¤ s ¤ , i s 1, . . . , m. 3.5Ž .1 2 m i
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. i Assume that for any continuous function f : Y = U “
m Ž .R , m s 1, 2, . . . there exist a compact, con¤ex set V and a function g sf f
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying 3.2 , 3.3 . Then limit 2.5 exists, with the set F being defined by
F s w ‹ w g F Y = U , f y , u w dy , du g V , ; f . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H f½ 5
The limit set F is con¤ex and compact in weakU topology. The con¤ergence in
Ž .2.5 is uniform with respect to the initial conditions in V. That is, there exists
Ž .a function g S ,
lim g S s 0, 3.7Ž . Ž .
S“‘
such that
r F S, y , F F g S , ; y g V . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Con¤ersely, if 3.7 and 3.8 are true, then for any continuous f :
m Ž .Y = U “ R , m s 1, 2, . . . , there exists a function g S tending to zero as Sf
Ž .tends to infinity such that 3.3 is true with
V s ¤ ‹ ¤ s f y , u w dy , du , w g F . 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Hf ½ 5
Ž . Ž .The proof of part i is in Section 5. The proof of part ii is immediate
Ž . Ž .since, along with 3.1 , the set V S, y allows also the representationf 0
V S, y s ¤ ‹ ¤ s f y , u w dy , du , w g F S, y . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hf 0 0½ 5
Ž .Part i of the theorem allows us to use assumptions sufficient for the
Ž . Ž . Ž .existence of V and g S satisfying 3.2 , 3.3 to establish the existence off f
Ž . Ž . Ž .F and g S satisfying 3.7 , 3.8 .
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Let us consider some of these assumptions.
1Ž . 2Ž .ASSUMPTION 3.2. For any admissible control the solutions y t , y t of
Ž . iŽ .system 2.1 obtained with this control and initial ¤alues y 0 s y , i s 1, 2,i
respecti¤ely, satisfy the inequality
1 2 5 5y t y y t F j t y y y , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .where j t “ 0 as t “ ‘.
PROPOSITION 3.3. If Assumption 3.2 is satisfied, then
Ž . Ž .i System 2.1 has a compact forward in¤ariant set Y which is also a
Ž .global attractor for all trajectories of 2.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Compact and con¤ex set V and a function g s satisfying 3.2 ,f f
Ž . m3.3 with V s Y exist for any continuous function f : Y = U “ R , m s
1, 2, . . . .
Ž . w x Ž .Proof. Part i was established in 11, Theorem 3.1 . From 3.11 it
follows that for any y g Y and y g Y,1 2
def X Y1 2 5 5y t y y t F Cj t , C s max y y y .Ž . Ž . Ž .
X Yy , y gY
Denoting
def X X X Y X Y5 5w D s max f y , u y f y , u u g U; y , y g Y ; y y y F D , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .f
one can write
S SXy1 y1 2S f y t , u t dt y S f y t , u t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
Sy1F S w Cj t dt .Ž .Ž .H f
0
This implies
S defy1d V S, y , V S, y F S w Cj t dt s g S ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . HH f 1 f 2 f
0
; y g Y , i s 1, 2.i
Ž . Ž .Since w D tends to zero as D tends to zero, the function g S tends tof f
zero as S tends to infinity. The existence of a convex and compact set Vf
Ž . Ž . Ž .and a function g S satisfying 3.2 , 3.3 follows now from Proposition 3.2f
w xin 14 .
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Ž .Assumption 3.2 is satisfied, for instance, if system 2.1 is linear and
stable. That is
g y , u s Ay q BuŽ .
Žand eigenvalues of the matrix A have negative real parts see Example 3.1
w x.in 11 .
A sufficient condition for Assumption 3.2 to be satisfied is that there
exist positive definite matrices P and Q such that for any u g U and any
yX, yY,
T TX Y X Y X Y X Yg y , u y g y , u P y y y F y y y y Q y y y . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xThis condition was introduced in 7 with P s I and Q s a I, where I is
the identity matrix and a is a positive constant. Notice that the verifica-
Ž . Ž . Žtion of the fact that 3.12 implies 3.11 is elementary it is enough to
Ž 1Ž . 2Ž ..T Ž 1Ž . 2Ž .. Ž .differentiate y t y y t P y t y y t and then use 3.12 and the
.Gronwall]Bellman lemma .
Assumption 3.2 is of stability type. Another assumption which implies
Ž .the existence of V and g S for any continuous function f is that off f
controllability type.
ASSUMPTION 3.4. Any two points in Y can be connected by a trajectory of
Ž .2.1 obtained with some admissible control. The time required for the
transition along such trajectory is bounded by some gi¤en constant.
Ž w x.Proof. As can be easily shown see also 10, p. 32 , under this condition
r V S, y , V S, y F L Sy1 , ; y g Y , i s 1, 2,Ž . Ž .Ž .f 1 f 2 f i
where L is some constant. The above estimate implies the existence of Vf f
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž y1r2 . Žand g S satisfying 3.2 , 3.3 with g S s O S see Theorem 1.3.1f f
w x w x.in 10 and Corollary 4.1 in 14 .
Notice that Assumption 3.4 is most efficient for SPCS on compact
Ž w x.manifolds see, example, 12 .
4. APPLICATION TO SINGULARLY PERTURBED
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Consider a singularly perturbed control system
z t s f z t , y t , u t , z 0 s z 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç 0
« y t s g z t , y t , u t , y 0 s y , 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç 0
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w xwhere « ) 0 is a small parameter, t g 0, T , and admissible controls are
defined as measurable functions satisfying the inclusion
w xu t g U, ; t g 0, T . 4.3Ž . Ž .
As above, U is a compact subset of Rk. The functions f : Rm = Rn = U “
Rm, g : Rm = Rn = U “ Rn are continuous and satisfy Lipschitz condi-
Ž . Ž .tions in z and y. Along with 4.1 , 4.2 let us consider the associated
system
y t s g z , y t , u t , z s const., 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
in which z is a vector of constant parameters. This system is similar to
Ž . Ž .2.1 and assumptions about it will be similar to those about 2.1 . First of
Ž .all, it will be assumed that admissible controls for 4.4 are the same as for
Ž .2.1 and that corresponding to any admissible control there exists a
Ž . Ž .unique solution of 4.4 satisfying initial conditions 2.2 . All solutions of
Ž .4.4 which start in V do not leave Y, where, as in Sections 2 and 3, V and
n Ž .Y are compact subsets of R . Similarly to 2.3 , one can introduce an
Ž y0 , u, S . Ž . Ž .occupational measure w g F Y = U : ;Q g s Y = U ,z
1
Ž y , u , S .0w Q s l t ‹ y t , u t g Q , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .z zS
Ž . Ž .where y t is the solution of 4.4 obtained with an admissible controlz
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t and initial values 2.2 . Denote by F z, S, y the union of such0
measures over all admissible controls
F z , S, y s w Ž y0 , u , S . ; F Y = U .Ž . Ž . 4D0 z
u
Our main assumption about the associated system will be
ASSUMPTION 4.1. For z g D and y g V there exists a limit in the0
Hausdorff metric
lim F z , S, y s F z . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .0
S“‘
U Ž .This limit is con¤ex and weak compact subset of F Y = U and it does not
Ž .depend on initial ¤alues y from V. The con¤ergence in 4.5 is uniform. That0
Ž .is, there exists a function g S tending to zero as S tends to infinity such that
r F z , s, y , F z F g S , ; z , y g D = V . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0
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Define the set
def
V z s ¤ ‹ ¤ s f z , y , u w dy = du , w g F z 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hf ½ 5
and the differential inclusion
z t g V z t , z 0 s z . 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç f 0
Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Let all the assumptions about associated system 4.4 be
satisfied and also
X Y 5 X Y 5 X Yd V z , V z F L z y z , ;z , z g D , L s const. 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H f f
Assume, in addition, that with any admissible control there exists a unique
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .solution z t , y t of system 4.1 , 4.2 and that it satisfies the inclusion« «
w xz t g D ; int D , y t g V , ; t g 0, T .Ž . Ž .« 1 «
Ž .Then there exists a function m « ,
lim m « s 0, 4.10Ž . Ž .
«“0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .such that corresponding to any trajectory z t , y t of 4.1 , 4.2 there« e
Ž . Ž .exists a solution z t of 4.8 such that
max z t y z t F m « . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .«
w xtg 0, T
Ž .Con¤ersely, corresponding to any solution of 4.8 there exists a trajectory of
Ž . Ž .4.1 , 4.2 such that the same inequality is satisfied.
Ž .Proof. Similarly to Theorem 3.1 ii , Assumption 4.1 implies that there
Ž .exists a function g S tending to zero as S tends to infinity such thatf
d V z , s, y , V z F g S , ; z , y g D = V , 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H f 0 f f 0
Ž . Ž .where, as in 3.1 , V z, S, y is the union over all admissible controls off 0
the time averages
Sy1V z , S, y s S f z , y t , u t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D Hf 0 z½ 5
0u
w x ŽThe rest of the proof follows from Lemma 2.1 in 11 under slightly
Ž .. w xstronger conditions than 4.9 or from Theorem 3.1 in 14 .
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Theorem 4.2 is of ergodic nature. It establishes that asymptotically it is
limit occupational measures and not ``individual'' controls and correspond-
ing fast trajectories that influence the slow motions.
w xAssumption 4.1 is stronger than the assumption used in 10, 11, 14
Ž .which postulates that estimate 4.12 is valid with only one function f
Ž .being the right-hand side of 4.1 . However, sufficient conditions allowing
Ž .us to verify the validity of estimate 4.12 with one specific function often
Ž .imply the validity of a similar estimate with any continuous in y, u
function and, thus, by Theorem 3.1, imply the validity of Assumption 4.1.
Ž .Such are assumptions about associated system 4.4 which are analogous to
Assumptions 3.2 and 3.4 above, with the corresponding properties of the
solutions of the associated system being postulated in the uniform in z
form. The assumption analogous to 3.2 is, for example,
Ž .ASSUMPTION 4.3. There exists a function j t tending to zero as t tends to
infinity such that for any z g D and any admissible control, the solutions
1Ž . 2Ž . Ž . iŽ .y t , y t of 4.4 obtained with this control and initial ¤alues y 0 s y ,z z z i
i s 1, 2 satisfy the inequality
1 2 5 5y t y y t F j t y y y .Ž . Ž . Ž .z z 1 2
Notice that Assumption 4.3 not only implies the fulfilment of Assump-
Ž . Ž w x.tion 4.1 but it implies the validity of 4.9 as well see Lemma 4.1 in 11 .
w xNotice also that as was observed in 11, p. 1242 , fast variables can be
interpreted as playing a role analogous to some additional controls with
respect to slow ones. Theorem 4.2 allows us to extend this analogy and to
Ž .interpret the elements of the limit occupational measures set F z as
some generalised controls similar to ones used in the classical optimal
Ž .control setting. The fact that the set F z is convex and compact simplifies
all issues concerning necessary optimality conditions and the existence of
Ž . Žsolutions in problems of optimization of differential inclusion 4.8 which
can be used for an approximation of the problems of optimal control of
w x.SPCS; see 10]12 .
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Ž .As was noticed above, the proof of part ii of Theorem 3.1 is immediate.
Ž .Part i of the theorem will be proved if the following four propositions are
established:
Ž . UP.1. The set F defined in 3.6 is compact in weak topology.
P.2. The set F is con¤ex.
Ž .P.3. There exists a function g S tending to zero as S tends to infinity such
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that
sup r w , F F g S , ; y g V . 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .wgF S , y0
Ž .P.4. There exists a function g S tending to zero as S tends to infinity such
that
sup r w , F S, y F g S , ; y g V . 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
wgF
Ž . U ŽProof of P.1. Since F Y = U is compact in weak topology Theorem
w x. U4.4.2 in 8 , it is enough to show that F is closed in weak topology. Let
w l g F, l s 1, 2, . . . and
lim r w l , w s 0. 5.3Ž .Ž .
l“‘
Ž . mBy 3.6 , for any continuous function f : Y = U “ R , m s 1, 2, . . . ,
¤ s f y , u w l dy , du g V .Ž . Ž .Hl f
Ž .From 5.3 it follows that
def
lim ¤ s ¤ s f y , u w dy , du .Ž . Ž .Hl
l“‘
As V is closed,f
¤ g V .f
From the fact that f is an arbitrary vector function and from the definition
Ž .of F in 3.6 it now follows that w g F.
Proof of P.2. Let w1 g F and w 2 g F. That is,
def i¤ s f y , u w dy , du g V , i s 1, 2,Ž . Ž .Hi f
for any continuous function f : Y = U “ Rm, m s 1, 2, . . . . Since V isf
w xconvex, for any l g 0, 1 one can write
f y , u lw1 q 1 y l w 2 dy , du s l¤ q 1 y l ¤ g V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 2 f
1 2Ž .As f is arbitrary, this implies that lw q l y l w g F.
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Ž .Proof of P.3. Assume that 5.1 is not true. Then there exist a positive
 i4  i 4  i4number a and sequences S , y , w , i s 1, 2, . . . such that0
lim Si s ‘, y i g Y , w i g F Si , y i 5.4Ž .Ž .0 0
t“‘
and such that
r w i , F G a ) 0, ; i s 1, 2, . . . . 5.5Ž .Ž .
U Ž .Without loss of generality one can assume that there exists w g F Y = U
such that
lim r w i , wU s 0. 5.6Ž .Ž .
i“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since r ? , ? is a continuous function of its arguments, 5.5 and 5.6
imply
r wU , F G a « wU f F .Ž .
Ž .By 3.6 , the latter means that there exists a continuous function f :
Y = U “ Rm such that
f y , u wU dy , du f V . 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž .H f
However,
def i i i¤ s f y , u w dy , du g V S , y 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hi f 0
Ž .and, by 5.6 ,
defU Ulim ¤ s ¤ s f y , u w dy , du . 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi
i“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 5.8 , 5.9 and 3.2 , 3.3 it follows that
¤U g V ,f
Ž . Ž .which contradicts 5.7 . Thus, the number a and sequences 5.4 do not
Ž .exist and 5.1 is established.
Ž .Proof of P.4. Assume 5.2 is not true. Then there exist a positive a
 i4  i 4  i4and sequences S , y , w , i s 1, 2, . . . such that0
lim Si s ‘, y i g Y , w i g F 5.10Ž .0
i“‘
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and such that
r w i , F Si , y i G a ) 0, ; i s 1, 2, . . . .Ž .Ž .0
Ž .Since F is compact, one can choose sequences 5.10 in such a way that for
some wU g F,
lim r w i , wU s 0.Ž .
i“‘
Ž .This implies that for i G i i is some positive integer0 0
a
U i ir w , F S , y G ) 0Ž .Ž .0 2
or
a
U i ir w , w G , ;w g F S , y .Ž . Ž .02
Ž .By 2.8 , the latter is equivalent to
U‘ ² :1 w y w , q aŽ . l i iG ) 0, ;w g F S , y .Ž .Ý 0Ul 22 ² :1 q w y w , qŽ . lls1
Hence, for some integer m ) 0,
Um m² :1 w y w , q aŽ . l U² :G ) 0 « w y w , qŽ .Ý Ý lUl 42 ² :1 q w y w , qŽ . lls1 ls1
m a
U² : ² :s w , q y w , q G ) 0,Ý l l 4ls1
;w g F Si , y i . 5.11Ž .Ž .0
Let f : Y = U “ Rm be the vector function with the coordinates q . That isl
f y , u s q y , u , l s 1, . . . , m. 4Ž . Ž .l
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, by 2.9 and 3.4 , 3.5 ,
m
U² : ² :w , q y w , qÝ l l
ls1
s d f y , u wU dy , du , f y , u w dy , du .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /
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Ž .This allows us to rewrite the last inequality in 5.11 in the form
a
Uinf d f y , u w dy , du , f y , u w dy , du G ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /i i 4Ž .wgF S , y0
Ž .which by 3.10 , can be rewritten in the form
a
Uinf d f y , u w dy , du , ¤ G ) 0 «Ž . Ž .Hž /i i 4Ž .¤gV S , yf 0
a
i id f y , u w* dy , du , V S , y G ) 0. 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H f 0ž / 4
Ž . Ž .Using the triangle inequality, one obtains from 5.12 and 3.3
a a
U id f y , u w dy , du , V G y g S G , ; i ) i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H f f 1ž / 4 8
where i is some positive integer. Hence1
f y , u wU dy , du f V ,Ž . Ž .H f
Ž . Uwhich, by 3.6 , contradicts the fact that w g F. Thus, the number a and
Ž . Ž .sequences 5.10 do not exist and 5.2 is established.
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